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Wholesaler of Solar Products – A Bright Future!
Are you looking for a business in the fast-growing energy sector with established
supplier agreements and a long standing client base?

Solar Partners is a premier solar product distributor providing solar solutions for their clients in retail,
commercial, installations, repairs and servicing. Solar Partners has arrangements with global suppliers
ensuring best-in-class products tested to the highest international standards of quality, supported by
stable profits and growth potential.

Key Business Highlights

The business has distribution rights to premium solar products, and in-house staff with industry
knowledge and technical experience.
The industry has plenty of support from major banks with green energy loans providing residential
customers and solar installers incentive to transition, a tailwind to the business.
In the current climate with homeowners seeking to reduce costs and achieve energy independence,
theres an accelerating trend of solar installations (number of and MW), providing further tailwinds for a
new owner.

Located in New Zealands fastest growing city, Hamilton, driven by its robust economy and increasing
population, signals a thriving market for new business. This growth is advantageous for a solar
wholesaler, as the expanding economy and rising energy demands create ample opportunities for
sustainable energy solutions, particularly with the Ruakura superhub and potential for commercial
rooftop installations.

The vendors of Solar Partners would like us to present all reasonable offers, and for clarity no vendor
finance arrangements are available.

Rick Johnson, 021 991 485, rick.johnson@linkbusiness.co.nz

***Some details of the business for sale are confidential and can only be disclosed upon contacting the
broker and a completion of a Confidentiality Agreement. Due to the confidentiality of this business a
stock photo image may be used to represent the business. 

#wesellbusinesses #buyajob #retail #franchise #palmers #bayofplenty #rotorua #gardening

Business Resources

Enquire online at: nzbizbuysell.co.nz/122752
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